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VOTING SUMMARY - SECY-07-0109
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COMMENT RESOLUTION
In their vote sheets, all Commissioners approved the staffs recommendation and
Commissioner Jaczko and Commissioner Lyons provided some additional comments.
Subsequently, the comments of the Commission were incorporated into the guidance to staff as
reflected in the SRM issued on August 21, 2007.
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Commissioner Jaczko's Comments on SECY-07-0109
Final E-Filing Rule
I approve of the final rule and appreciate staff's efforts to continue to find ways to improve the
ease with which parties can participate in the agency's adjudicatory hearings. While there are
some information technology (IT) issues regarding the use of the electronic information
exchange (EIE) and the use of digital certificates that need to be resolved, those issues are
more universal and certainly extend beyond the use of the EIE and digital certificates for
adjudicatory hearings. I support the e-filing initiative but equally support ensuring the security
of the agency's IT framework. Therefore, I would like the staff to keep the Commission
currently informed on its progress in resolving these larger IT issues by March, 2008 and
sooner if possible. If additional resources are required to meet or exceed the March deadline,
the staff should inform the Commission as soon as ossible.

Grgr-'B. Jaczko
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correct to the.best of that individual's knowledge and belief. The guidance document pmvides

further explanation of signing documents under oath or affirmation.

I. Electronic Transmission
Under E-Filing, participantsýwlAnconvert their documents into the appropriate electronic
formats detailed by the Guidance and electronically transmit these documents to the presiding
officer, the other participants, and-the Secretary of the Commission. The Guidance sets

technical standards for filing and seric uOder the rleand defines the fIl sizes and fo.rmats
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Commission is able to update the electronic transmission standardsto keep pace With

technology and the changing heeds of the NRC and the participantsin its adjudication without
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additional rulemaking. Exemptions to the electronic transmissionirequirement are discussed
below. (See section Il.K. of this document).

J. Electronic'Document Requirements

Because the E-Filing system can accept documents only-in specified electronic formats,
E-Filing has specific electronic document standards that are enumeratecdin the Guidance for
Electronic Submissions t6,the NRC (`Guidance"), which is available on the NRC Website,
htto://www.nrc.qov. This guidance document replaces all previous ýagency guidance on
•electronic submittals to the agency, including Appendix A: Guidance for Electronic Submissions

to the Commission (which accompanied the E-Rule), Guidance for Submission of Electronic
Documents Under 10 CFR Part2, SubpartJ (which applies to the high-level waste repository
ProposedGuidance. For the foreseeable future, the
proceeding), and
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are certain types ofd portable dbcument format (PDF) file formats. In

additibn, individual submissions cannot exceed 50 megabytes (approximately 5000 pages of
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text), which the. NRC considers the current upper limitfor practical Internet transmissions.
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Simple documents are documents filed in an.a

PDF format and transmittable to the E-

Filing system in a single transmission.
Large dopuments, meaning documents exceeding 50 megabytes, are alsofiled in
•ccptable

DFformat. The Guidance currently recommendstha-t thesealarge documents.
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the E-Filing system, which reunites the files as a paclage. Document size iitsprovidJed in the
Guidance are subject to change, to keep pace withuthe most•current techno!.gy. Participants.
are also asked to physically deliver'to all the participantsin the proceding OSMs containing the
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large document, in its•entirety,:in a ..unified form that tcoild be.used as a referenc1 cpy.
Complex documents are those that (1) are not ehtirely in'an c
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(2) contain Classified: National Securi•Jtiffrmation or Safegua•rds•- orematin; or (3) exceed
the 50 mega.bte limit and cannot be segmented. The Guidance. .s.participants to
electronically submit to the E-Filing.sytem the setionsof a complex document that are in
PDF, do not contain Classified National Security Information. or"Safegua'dsInformation, and
can be segmented into less than 50 megabyes..The Guidancealso asks participants to deiver
the entire complex document on an OSM.to all-authorzed par1cipants in the proceeding.
As waq•previously nroted the Guidance
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format is of a type that can be entered as an official agency record;

(2) the format behaves consistently over a broad range of operating systems and
platforms (meaningpaginationremains identicalregardless of the printer used);
(3) the format can be easily accessed by most users;
(4) the format is one to which other document formats can be easily converted;
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Information may be filed electronically to the E-Filing system under the system's, protective
order file regimei. Each -sensitivedocument.should-be-clearLy markeed,andthecoverlettershould indicate the sensitivity of each'document. Once transmitted to the E-Filing system,
sensitive documents will be protected by being placed in specific folders in the Electronic
Hearing Docket (EHD) that permit access only to those participants who have been authorized
to receive and review the.sensitive material.
*Comnent. The dGidihne contemplates filing C

sified
Ma National Secufit Information

on an OSM. However, neither the rule nor the Guidance provides an exemption for paper filing
of,classified documents. What Ifthe participant submitting the filing has the appropriate
security clearance to possess the classified information, but does not have an NRC-approved
classified computer system to process the Information on electronic media?
Response. The presiding officer Ineach proceeding will issue an order, as necessary,
that will establish the procedures for the preparation, s-ubmission, a nd service of documents
containing classified information. Accordingly, participants who cannot provide electronic
versions of documents containing classified information should bring this issue to the attention
of the presiding officer at the appropriate time.
Comment. How will documents filed under protective order be accessed through the
EHD? Once accessed through the EHD, may these documents be prnted?
Response. Those seeking to file and access protective order file matealis'will be
required to obtain a digital IDcertificate fromh the
outlined in the Guidanc

prksocedures)--

The EHD will recognize a participant's digital ID certificate as one

that may have access to documents filed under protective order. Once Inthe EHD, a secure
login screen will appear only to those who may access documents filed under a particular
protective order; prompting the participant to enter a login IDand password. With the exception
of NRC employees, who because of their responsibility under NRC regulations not to disclose.
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